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(54) A beat piece wear indicator for a hammer drill

(57) A hammer drill comprising: a housing; a tool
holder; a motor (32); a piston (50) and a ram (54); a drive
mechanism; a beat piece support structure; a beat piece
(58), having a nose (76), slideably supported within the
beat piece support structure, the beat piece support
structure allowing the beat piece (58) to slide between a
first forward position and a second rearward position;
wherein, when the hammer drill is not in operation, the
beat piece (58) is capable of being slid back to its second

rearward position; wherein there is provided a slide rod
having a marker (404) located along its length in a pre-
determined position such that the distance (360) between
the marker (404) and the front end (550) of the tool holder
housing, when the slide rod has been inserted to its max-
imum amount into the tool holder to engage with the nose
(76) of the beat piece (58) in order to move the beat piece
(58) to its second rearward position, is indicative of the
amount of wear of the nose (76) of the beat piece (58).
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